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A design with an emphasis on one plant species. 

1. Any part/s of the plant may be used. 

2. Other components may be used to enhance the featured plant material. 

3. The focus is on the chosen species. 

4. The schedule may specify the design style and/ or plant material to be used 

You are picking out one plant species to be featured. You are looking at the specific epithet.   

You can use other plant material or components in the design but they must remain subordinate to the featured plant 

material. Featured Plant Material is a design with an EMPHASIS on one plant species.  

DOMINANCE/ EMPHASIS: There are several ways you can achieve dominance or emphasis in design: 

 PROPORTION – amount of the major element creates emphasis.  

 BOLD FORM – bold, unusual forms hold attraction. 

 STRONG COLOR –advancing colors; white and light values and intense chromas.  

 REPETITION –an element used two or more times.  

 PLACEMENT – any element placed near the central axis assumes greater importance; placed in front. 

 GROUPING –repetition, grouping of holding forms, grouping by color.  

 TEXTURES – use of more of one texture than of another texture. 

 CONTRAST –Contrast accentuates difference.  

When choosing a particular plant species you want to look for one that has elements that you can use to create good 

design.  The subordinate components are merely the ‘back – up’ players to your ‘diva’ (the plant species).  

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Comparing Featured Plant Material Design to a Mono-Botanic Design: 

A Featured Plant Material Design is made up of one species. The design may be traditional or creative; the schedule 

may specify design style. There may be other plant material in the design or other components in the design but they must 

remain subordinate to the chosen species. A Mono-Botanic Design is an advanced design type. It is a design using 

multiple parts of the plant/s of one family or genus. If using plants from one family there is a whole world of choices. In a 

Mono-Botanic design using the family Rosaceae: you could use roses, pears, apples, rose hips, rose stems, and so on. In a 

Featured Plant Material Design you would chose a particular species [specific epithet] to use in the design. Taking the 

example of Family Rosacea: you could choose the specific epithet Rosa florabunda and do a Featured Plant Material 

Design.You would not use any other species from the Roseacea family. If you chose to do a featured plant material design 

using Strelitzia you could chose either Strelitzia reginae (orange bird of paradise, crane flower)), or Strelitzia nicolai (tree 

bird of paradise). You would not use the flower of one and the leaf form of the other; that would be two different specific 

epithets.  

************************************************************************************************** 

 

Featured Plant Material Design is a CREATIVE design HBP 74 

Creative Design General Characteristics      
 1. An acknowledged art form. 

 2. Not bound by traditional patterns and styles. 

 3. Designs with a relationship between form and space. 
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Characteristics of Creative Designs HBP 72 

  1. Conform to Principles of Design; eclectic in approach 

  2. Restraint in amount of plant material and/or number of components used. (Exception:                    

     Assemblage, Creative Mass and Tapestry Designs. 

  3. May have more than one point of emergence and focal area but clarity of design important. 
  4. Components non-realistic manner; may contain abstraction; plant material may not be in                        

     water. 

  5. Positions components according to plastic organization, molding and shaping the design  

      within a volume of space to create a three-dimensional effect. Dynamic Balance=push/pull tension 

  6. Create rhythm and balance using forms and spaces to achieve depth. 

  7. Juxtaposes components by placing them side by side, front to back, and above and below to 

      achieve depth and a third-dimensional unity to increase the appearance of depth. 

  8. Uses penetration of space – the strong thrusting of plant materials and/or other physical                    

  components, from front to back, to add rhythm and balance are necessary for Dynamic Balance. 

  9. Employs contrasting, advancing and/or receding colors, smooth and/or rough textures,  

      transparent or reflective qualities. 

  10. Uses plant materials, non-traditional container/s with multiple openings and unconventional  

         man-made objects not normally associated with floral design or art. 

  11. Allows any part of the design to be dominant, including the container. 

 

Judging the Featured Plant Material Design: 

CONFORMANCE 7pts. /7pts. -- Is only one species of plant material prominent, or emphasized in the design? (Please 

refer to the ways to gain emphasis listed above) If the species is emphasized give it the full 7 points. If there is a problem 

with emphasis on only one plant material than all seven points must be deducted.  You must TELL the exhibitor why the 

seven points were deducted. The remaining 7 pts are allocated to how the rest of the requirements listed in the schedule 

are met. Card of explanation must be listed on all designs. A 3”x5” card listing plant material must be used. It is suggested 

that the featured plant material be noted as such. 

DESIGN: 48 POINTS, 8 POINTS PER Principle – in evaluating each design the Judge considers each principle and 

applies it to the appropriate elements found in the design.  

BALANCE – Visual stability: is there a balance of lines, forms colors, patterns, textures, sizes, spaces used in the 

design?  You are focused on one plant species, is what you are using balanced?  If other components are used do they 

balance within the design? Do you have depth balance? With a design of one species the design could become flat and 

static. Is some of the plant material put in profile? Is some of the plant material overlapping giving a sense of the third- 

dimension? 

DOMINANCE – Greater force of one element: What is the dominant element? It should be the chosen plant species, its 

form, or color or the proportion of the plant species should be dominant. The part color plays in creating emphasis cannot 

be overemphasized. The design calls for an emphasis on one plant species.  If something else besides the chosen plant 

species is dominant, prominent, or emphasized than you have a problem with dominance and points need to be deducted. 

You also would have a problem with CONFORMANCE as the requirement for this design is that one specific plant 

species is emphasized.  Always tell why points are deducted. 
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CONTRAST – placing unlike or opposite elements together emphasizing their differences. You want some contrast; 

contrast adds spice to a design. Too many contrasts create confusion and impact balance and dominance. You want major 

agreement (emphasis on the plant species) and minor contrast (use of other components to enhance the design). 
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RHYTHM – dominant visual path through the design: you want your eye to move through and around the design. If 

the eye is stopped, what element stopped it? If the eye doesn’t move through the design than the design is static and points 

should be deducted.  Remember to always say ‘why’ points were deducted. 

PROPORTION – relationship of areas and amounts to the whole: One would assume that that making the chosen 

plant species greater in proportion would make it a Featured Plant Material design. However color plays a vital role in 

this.  If advancing colors or pure hues are used as the secondary material, they can outweigh a plant species that is bigger 

in volume. Texture too can outweigh something that is bigger in proportion (think shiny plastic vs. dull leaves). 

Proportion also refers to the size of the design to the staging panel. The staging panel should be in proportion to the 

finished design.  

SCALE – size relationship of the components to each other: is there good scale relationship among the components? 

SELECTION 8 pts.  

Did the designer select a suitable plant species in which to feature? Did the designer select suitable subordinate plant 

material which would enhance the design yet not create a fight for dominance with the featured plant material? Were all 

other components selected in such a way as to enhance the dominance of the featured plant material. If points were 

deducted under conformance than points must be deducted under selection.  

 

ORGANIZATION 8pts.  

Is the placement of the species organized for the design type? If the other components in the design overpower the 

species, than the design is not organized for a Featured Plant Material Design.   Is the design organized in such a way as to 

create a design that conforms to type and is pleasing and successful (a good design)? Are the subordinate components 

organized to enhance the featured plant material in the design? 

   

EXPRESSION 8 pts.: How the designer expressed the theme or title of the class. Did the design express the class title? 

Tell what expressed the title. If points are deducted tell why the points were deducted. 

DISTINCTION 14 pts. : marked superiority in all respects. Fine qualities should always be recognized. This is the place 

where you would note condition of the plant material and faults in mechanics and workmanship. If points were deducted 

tell why the points were deducted. This is also the space where compliments may be bestowed. If it is a wonderful design 

do not be afraid to say so. Acknowledge a good design. In a Featured Plant Material Design the unity should come 

from the emphasis on the featured species of plant material. The species becomes the ‘diva’ and any other material 

becomes secondary (subordinate) only used to enhance the import 


